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Introduction to 
Stibo Accelerator 
and our method 
 
 
Why? 
Stibo is passionate about exploring the trends and technologies that will shape our lives 
in the near future. New technology and new consumer habits are emerging fast and 
often. More than ever we must allow ourselves to be curious and to ask questions 
about the future – without even pretending to have an answer.  
 
With the Stibo Accelerator initiative we have created a space to dream, discuss, 
prototype, test, fail, iterate, try again and learn. The Stibo Accelerator is first and 
foremost a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiative launched to give inspiration 
and value back to the academic institutions supplying us with the best-qualified future 
employees and to the industries in which our divisions operate.  
 
A key component in our Stibo Accelerator research concept is performing the projects 
in close relationship with the markets we serve and the innovative partners in our vast 
network. Every single project is formed as collaboration between: 
 

• One of the Stibo divisions 
• An academic institution / students / interns / a startup 
• One or more industry partners 

 
Since the Stibo Accelerator was launched in 2014 we have run 64 innovation projects 
with a total of 137 students/entrepreneurs from 14 different academic institutions and 9 
different startups.  
 
Examples of industry partners who have engaged with these projects are: Kia Motors, 
Jysk Fynske Medier, Q8, IC Group, Coop, REMA1000, Jyllandsposten, Bonnier, 
Bestseller, Berlingske Medier, Nordjyske Medier, Dansk Supermarked and many more. 
 
Academic partners include: Aarhus University, University of Southern Denmark (SDU), 
Danish School for Media and Journalism (DMJX), Copenhagen Business School (CBS), 
NTNU Trondheim, Columbia School of Journalism (New York) and more.   
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What it is and what it’s not! 
The Stibo Accelerator is not a development or innovation department for the Stibo 
divisions. Our research projects are driven by an honest desire to be curious, explore 
and hopefully understand emerging trends and technologies a little better.  
 
Since the research projects are primarily driven by a team of students of higher 
educations writing their Bachelor- or Master Thesis, a young innovative startup, interns 
or graduate employees, we keep a clear focus on maintaining the academic research 
quality and unbiased creativity. No Stibo Accelerator projects starts or ends “inside the 
box”.  
 
What color of innovation? 
We select projects based on the “Color of Innovation”-model:  
 

 
 
The  green projects  are the traditional development projects all companies spend  
80-90% of their time with. These are about improving existing solutions and making 
sure the product suits the current needs of the market. In other words: Using tools you 
have in the toolbox in ways you are comfortable using them.  
 
The  yellow projects  are where we combine existing products and services in new 
ways to e.g. reach new markets or solve challenges we haven’t met before. So using 
traditional tools to do new things.  
 
And finally the  red innovation projects  are where we explore radical and potentially 
disruptive trends and technologies without really knowing what we will learn in the 
process. 
 
The planning process 

1. All of the Stibo Accelerator projects start with a  red dot.  It starts with a wild 
idea or a hunch about a coming change we should look in to.  

2. Then a research partner is brought on board. This partner does not have to be a 
Stibo customer but can be any organization that shares our curiosity about the 
topic. The partner is engaged in asking the right questions and defining the 
research project scope. 
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3. Stibo Accelerator recruits a team of students, an intern, a related startup or a 
graduate employee at either Stibo or the research partner. 

4. When all three parties agree on the scope of the research the project kicks off. 
5. Together with the partner and Stibo the research team plans and coordinates 

the engagement, material, support etc. needed to reach the agreed goals and 
milestones for the research project. 

 
Stibo Accelerator hosting outside projects 
We know that other industries than the traditional Stibo markets can be of great 
inspiration to us. So, to make sure our horizon is constantly broadened, we 
occasionally invite research projects anchored and owned by non-Stibo companies to 
work from the Stibo Accelerator in Aarhus. The Stibo Accelerator typically acts as 
mentors on the innovation process and in some cases we offer to involve one or more 
of our divisions as technology partners, test cases or similar. Unless specifically agreed 
on at project start, Stibo does not charge the non-Stibo project owner anything. In 
return we ask that the research team is willing to share their process and findings 
openly with the rest of the teams in the Stibo Accelerator at the weekly 
status/inspiration meetings, etc. if possible. 
 
Shared, open research is the starting point 
Even though Stibo regards the research concept primarily as a Corporate Social 
Responsibility initiative and we aim for a shared, open and non-exclusive mutual 
inspiration format, we do acknowledge and respect that IP rights related to research 
projects are important to some project participants.  
 
Since the research projects mostly focus of the trends and technologies of the future, 
the teams should be given as much freedom as possible to get inspiration, good advise 
and expert opinions from anyone. However NDAs should be used when specific 
business critical information is required or when the research team needs to work with 
proprietary IP protected resources. We want to make sure as many as possible gain 
from the ideas and prototypes developed, but we respect the need to keep certain 
aspects of the project private.  
 
Infusing innovation during the project 
To make sure the partners of the research projects have the possibility to let the ideas 
infuse innovation in their organizations, regular exchanges and partner meetings are 
scheduled.  
 
Examples are: 

• Brainstorm/ideation sessions 
• Status briefings 
• Mentoring sessions 
• Workshops with relevant colleagues 
• Focus group sessions 
• Prototype implementation 
• Field testing (hands-on) 
• Customer validation 

 
The results 
The research team commits to give a thorough debriefing to all involved partners at 
their headquarters when the project is finalized.  
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The debriefing can be a product demonstration, a working prototype. a workshop or 
any other form best suited to make sure both project partners gain as much knowledge 
and inspiration as possible.  
 
Also, if the project is part of a Bachelor- or Master Thesis, the final thesis and relevant 
source code is often made available to the partners (unless exclusivity or specific IP 
rights are agreed on at project start). 
 
The next steps after the project is finished? 
So, is the goal to make all the  red dots  into  green dots  when the project is over? 
Absolutely not! The green dots are the responsibility of the internal product 
management teams – the desired outcome for the Stibo Accelerator is to be the “red 
sock in the white wash”. We aim to let the color of our projects rub off on the rest of the 
organization. To infuse innovation more than inject.   
 
Which direction is our company going? 
If we expand the Three Colors of Innovation with a vertical axis in addition to the 
horizontal, it also becomes obvious that the more we experiment with the red dots – 
which are naturally further away from the daily tasks (green) – the easier it is to predict if 
we need to consider changing the long term trajectory of the “big yellow ball” – the 
company. The dashed white line represents the direction the company will be going if 
we do not change our focus. Sometimes staying on the path is absolutely the right 
thing to do, but with a healthy amount of red dot experimentation you are better 
equipped to make a well informed decision of whether or not the market you serve find 
a slight change of direction desirable. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions or further information: 
Contact Kim Svendsen, Director at Stibo Accelerator, email: ksve@stibo.com or phone 
+45 2422 5588 


